Sales made simple.

The consultation is the life blood of any aesthetic business, your single opportunity to convert a prospect to a customer, so make it count.

The Reveal Imager clearly shows your client what is between her and the beautiful appearance she desires: sun damage, brown spots, red areas and more. Zoom into Reveal’s high resolution image to examine every wrinkle in startling clarity. Put your treatment recommendations in her hands with a printed report.

The good news for her is that you have the products and treatments she needs. Your prospect becomes your customer.

“The first week I had Reveal, it paid for itself in laser treatments and product sales. What a great investment.”

—Louis Bonaldi, M.D., Reno, NV
**User-friendly interface**  REVEAL’s attractive, intuitive interface gets staff members up to speed quickly.

**Reproducible facial photography** Ensure repeatable images between time-points with built-in positioning aids and standardized lighting.

**Multi-mode illumination** Reveal uses standard white light and cross-polarized flash photography to record surface and sub-surface skin condition.

**3D viewing** Visualize the skin’s surface in three dimensions from any angle, rendered in natural skin tone, color relief, or gray scale.

**RBX® Technology** RBX Technology from Canfield provides extraordinary visualization of subsurface melanin and vascular conditions.

**Zoom & pan** Instantly zoom in and magnify image areas for close examination of a specific skin characteristic.

**Eyelash analysis** Exclusive new eyelash analysis evaluates the results of lash improvement treatments with numerical assessments and graphic visualizations.

**Product recommendations** Reveal’s extensive product and treatment library makes it easy to add descriptions and photographs of your recommendations to high-impact printed reports.

**Image export** Export images from Reveal and add them to PowerPoint, Word, or other programs.

**Printed reports** Provide clients with easy-to-understand reports, customizable to your practice. Reports include client pictures, treatment notes and product recommendations.

**ViewMyConsult™** helps you stay connected as your clients consider the possibilities of aesthetic treatments. By accessing a secure, password-protected web portal, clients can view their photographs, treatment recommendations, and progress of treatments in the privacy of their own home. Skin care professionals can upload photographs and consultation information to the portal directly from the Reveal application. ViewMyConsult is included with a current Reveal Support & Upgrade Agreement.

A feature-rich dashboard displays clear analytics on client visits, page views, Reveal system usage, and more.

**Reveal consultation app for iPad®** allows access to your networked database of client images and data from anywhere in the practice, combining full featured aesthetic consultations with the convenience of a tablet.

**Printed reports** Provide clients with easy-to-understand reports, customizable to your practice. Reports include client pictures, treatment notes and product recommendations.

**Give every client a printed report with personalized recommendations.**

Reveal, RBX, and ViewMyConsult are trademarks of Canfield Scientific, Inc.
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